**PRE RMO SYLLABUS**

**EXAM DATE** : 11/5/2014 (SUNDAY)

**TEST TIME** : 9-11AM

**EXAM TYPE** : SUBJECTIVE TYPE

**NO OF QUESTION** : 15 - 20 QUESTION

| Class 8<sup>th</sup> | Number System  
|                     | Polynomials  
|                     | Algebra  
|                     | Geometry  
|                     | Quadratic Equation  
|                     | (class 7<sup>th</sup> full syllabus for mention topics) |
| Class 9<sup>th</sup> | Number System  
|                     | Polynomials  
|                     | Algebra  
|                     | Geometry  
|                     | Quadratic Equation  
|                     | (class 8<sup>th</sup> full syllabus for mention topics) |
| Class 10<sup>th</sup> | Number System  
|                      | Polynomials  
|                      | Algebra  
|                      | Geometry  
|                      | Quadratic Equation  
|                      | (class 9<sup>th</sup> full syllabus for mention topics) |